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Для розв’язання важливої задачі автоматич
ної оптимізації розподілу теплових ресурсів між 
технологічними ділянками цукрового заводу роз
роблений алгоритм оперативної оцінки стану 
випарної установки. Алгоритм включає самоор
ганізаційні карти Кохонена, метод оцінки якості 
кластеризації та метод нечіткої класифікації на 
основі нейронних мереж. В якості вхідних даних 
використовують часові ряди технологічних змін
них цукрового виробництва. Алгоритм доціль
но використовувати в автоматизованих систе
мах керування випарною установкою цукрового 
заводу
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Для решения важной задачи автоматиче
ской оптимизации распределения тепловых 
ресурсов между технологическими участками 
сахарного завода разработан алгоритм опера
тивной оценки состояния выпарной установ
ки. Алгоритм включает самоорганизационные 
карты Кохонена, метод оценки качества кла
стеризации и метод нечеткой классификации 
на основе нейронных сетей. В качестве входных 
данных используют временные ряды техноло
гических переменных сахарного производства. 
Алгоритм целесообразно использовать в авто
матизированных системах управления испари
тельной установкой сахарного завода
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1. Introduction

Modern level of development of hardware and software 
tools enables the maintenance of databases of operative infor
mation at all levels of management. The widespread use of da
tabases, in particular in industry, led to accumulation of large 
volumes of heterogeneous data tha t potentially contain useful 
analytical information. It can help to reveal hidden trends, 
build the strategy of development and find new solutions. As 
a result, there is a growing interest and a wide use of various 
methods of data analysis at different levels of production 
management in order to detect hidden analytical information.

Many methods of data analysis include intelligent data 
analysis (D ata Mining), which, according to [1, 2], gives 
the possibility to  convert data into information and then 
information into knowledge. This knowledge can be used, in 
particular, to  improve automated control systems of the pro
duction processes. Data mining includes a set of functional 
modules for tasks such as associative and correlation analy
sis, problems of classification, forecasting, cluster analysis, 
emissions analysis, etc. [3].

The use of existing methods of data mining in decision 
support systems, which make a part of the automated control

system of evaporation station (ES) of a sugar factory, will 
increase the efficiency of the ES operation. Given the fact 
tha t ES is a subsystem of the technological complex of a sug
ar factory [4], this will improve the performance and energy 
efficiency of the factory as a whole.

Under conditions of growing capacity of enterprises of 
sugar industry, the development of effective systems of re
source saving control of technological objects w ith the use 
of the latest information technologies, including knowledge 
engineering, is a relevant task [5, 6].

Data mining methods are increasingly often used in 
various spheres of life but these methods are only starting 
to be used in automated control systems. Therefore, the 
development of the algorithm of determining the state of 
evaporation stations on the basis of intellectual methods is 
an im portant problem.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The key to  the efficient operation of a sugar factory is the 
use of modern information technologies at the various levels 
of management [8] and constant improvement of automated
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control systems [9]. The effective work of autom ated control 
system may not only ensure a proper course of technological 
process in certain  areas of production but also lead to  saving 
energy and m aterial resources. It is in the context of resource 
saving th a t a special importance of evaporation stations 
among the production sections of a sugar factory is high
lighted [10], th a t is why the work of evaporation stations is 
enhanced both through the improvement of the apparatus 
part [10, 11] and through modernization of the automated 
control system [13-15]. A decision support system is often 
distinguished as a part of an autom ated control system 
[16-18], which expands capacities of an autom ated system 
and increases the efficiency of its work.

W hen creating decision support systems for automated 
systems of controlling complex dynamic objects, there emerg
es a task of determining their state [7]. Change in the state 
of an object can be caused by both a change in the external 
environment and the change in the parameters of the object. 
Dynamic models are used to  describe the state of dynamic 
control systems, both determinate and 
stochastic. The methods of analysis of 
dynamics of complex dynamic objects 
are probabilistic, statistical, determi
nate, fuzzy and neural models [14]. To 
determine the current state of an ob
ject, it is necessary to  define in advance 
a set of possible states of an object. This 
can be done using heuristic methods, 
based on the experience and intuition 
of a developer or an expert, but during 
the analysis of complex multidimen
sional nonlinear objects, an expert may 
not always accurately analyze large 
volumes of information and track all 
the hidden patterns tha t lead to  the 
need of generalization, simplification 
and other causes of the precision loss 
of a model. Given this, it is advisable to 
use data mining to  determine the state 
of a control object taking into consid
eration the information hidden in data, 
which has not been done up to  now.

Statistical methods are quite efficient and accessible 
but their use requires a significant am ount of experimental 
data, which, taken together, will describe an object exactly 
enough, which is quite difficult for multidimensional objects.

The methods of fuzzy logic and neural methods offer the 
best opportunities for obtaining patterns w ith necessary 
accuracy. In particular, there is a variety of clustering m eth
ods [2, 3, 19], which include the Kohonen self-organizing 
maps (SOM ), w ith the help of which it is possible to  carry 
out automatic unsupervised clusterization on the basis of 
patterns hidden in existing data [4]. Due to  their efficiency, 
these methods are used increasingly often in various areas of 
activity, therefore, it is worthwhile using them  to  determine 
the state of an object.

3. Aim and tasks of the study

The aim of the work is to  develop an algorithm of deter
mining the state of evaporation station of a sugar factory as 
a control object using the data mining methods and to  con
sider the possibility of automation of its work.

To accomplish the aim, it is necessary to  solve such 
tasks as:

-  to  conduct a preliminary analysis of tim e series of the 
evaporation station of a sugar factory and to  define a set of 
parameters th a t will be used for further determ ination of the 
state of an object;

-  to  determine a set of possible states of the control object 
based on the time series of the selected parameters of the ES;

-  to  determine current state of an object from the set 
of the possible ones based on the current values of selected 
parameters of the ES.

4. Materials and methods for determining the state of 
evaporation station of a sugar factory as a control object

The work examines a four-case evaporation station 
w ith  a concentrator, the typical scheme of which is shown 
in Fig. 1.

Department 
of juice 
cleaning

Fig. 1. Typical scheme of five-case evaporation station of sugar factory

The Kohonen self-organizing map is a neural network 
w ithout feedback, in which unsupervised train ing algorithm 
is used [2]. As a result of self-organizing, SOM forms a to 
pological representation of the source data of the neurons, 
obtained at the output. SOM can be trained to  learn or find 
relationships between the inputs and outputs or organize 
data in such a way th a t will make it possible to  detect previ
ously unknown patterns or structures in them  [3].

Self-organization algorithm of Kohonen provides the 
reflection of topology of space of great dimensionality on the 
neural maps th a t usually form a two-dimensional grid. Thus, 
the reflection of space of great dimensionality is formed on 
the plane. The property of preserving topology means that 
SOM distributes the similar vectors of the input data by 
neurons, i. e., the points located close to  each other in the 
space of input, are displayed on the map on the neurons tha t 
are closely located. Thus, SOM may be used both as a means 
of clustering and as a means of visual representation of the 
data of large dimensionality [4].

4. 1. Preparation and data pre-processing to deter
mine the set of states of the evaporation station with the 
use of the Kohonen self-organizing algorithm (SOM)

At modern sugar factories, in all sectors of production, 
the value of current controlled parameters from sensors and
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controllers is gathered and stored in the programs of the 
SCADA types or in real-time archives, such as Proficy His
torian. Changes in the values of parameters are stored in the 
form of tim e series. In this work, we used the data from the 
real-time archives Proficy H istorian th a t preserves values 
of the controlled parameters of the evaporation station at a 
sugar factory w ith the capacity of 2500 tons of sugar beet per 
day. The evaporation station consists of four cases, which are 
evaporation stations of the Robert type, and a concentrator. 
The second case consists of two sequentially installed evap
oration stations.

The parameters th a t were chosen for the analysis: juice 
consumption in the ES, syrup consumption at the outlet of 
the ES, the level in the juice collector, the level in case 1, 
the level in case 2A, the level in case 2B, the level in 
case 3A, the level in case 4, the level in case 3B, the level of 
the concentrator, the level in the syrup collector, pressure 
of the secondary steam  in case 1, pressure of the secondary 
steam of case 2, pressure of return  steam, tem perature of 
the secondary steam  of case 1, dilution in the concentrator, 
syrup density at the outlet of the ES, tem perature of the 
secondary steam  of case 2, tem perature of the secondary 
steam of case 3, tem perature of secondary steam  of case 4, 
tem perature of the secondary vapor of the concentrator, tem 
perature of return  vapor, juice tem perature before ES, syrup 
tem perature after the ES.

As it is known, the data, on the basis on which the 
train ing of neural network will be carried out, require pre
processing [7], which includes the following steps:

1. Encoding of input vectors for supplying the data, 
which contain only numeric values, to  the input of neural 
network. W ithin  the set task, all of these parameters have 
numeric values.

2. Data normalization. The vectors of input data may 
have a different scale. It is proposed to  conduct normaliza
tion by the scale graded from zero to  one but in this case it 
will be difficult to  analyze results of clustering.

3. D ata pre-processing. Removing obvious regularities 
from data makes it easier for the neural network to  detect 
nontrivial patterns. Taking into consideration th a t it is 
not usually known in advance how useful these or other 
variables (components) th a t describe the input vectors may 
appear, the researcher may be tem pted to  increase the num
ber of input parameters in hope th a t the network itself will 
determine which ones are the most im portant, but w ith an 
increase in dimensionality of the input vector, there is a de
crease in the accuracy of forecasts, so we will perform a cor
relation analysis of the input data. We will use the method 
of searching for the maximum of inter-correlation function, 
which allows defining a linear dependence between the two 
processes, which, unlike the Pearson correlation, occur w ith 
a certain  tim e lag (shift). Fig. 2 presents one of the results, 
which shows th a t the param eter “Temperature of the second
ary vapor in the concentrator” correlates w ith the “Dilution 
in the concentrator” w ith the negative value of 0.965.

As a result of the performed correlation analysis, we 
can see th a t all the tem peratures of secondary vapor in the 
cases of ES strongly correlate w ith the respective values of 
pressure of secondary vapor. To reduce dimensionality of 
the input vector, we will delete the parameters of secondary 
vapor temperature.

As a result of preparation and pre-processing of data, 
we will receive a specified list of the parameters selected for 
analysis (Table 1).

N* г Field Temperature of secondary vapor
1 Juice consumption at ES 1 0.33Э
2 Syrup consumption at the outlet of ES IE 1 0.477
3 Level in juice collector 1 ^ 1 -0.510
4 Level in 1 case basic \̂ m 1 -0.362
5 Level in 2A case \̂ ш 1 -0.422
6 Level in 2B case \̂ m 1 -0.423
7 Level in ЗА case \̂ ш 1 -0.452
8 Level in 4A case \̂ ш 1 -0.368
9 Level in 3B case \̂ ш 1 -0.397

10 Level in concentrator \̂ m 1 -0.4В1
11 Level in juice collector і: 1 0.491
12 Pressure of secondary vapor 1 case \ш І 0.838
13 Pressure of secondary vapor 2 case I K І 0.84Є
14 Pressure of return vapor \ш І 0.815
15 Temperature of secondary vapor lease 1 0.833
16 Dilution in concentr ator н 1 -0.965
17 Syrup density at outlet of ES \т 1 0.540
18 Temperature of secondary vapor 2 case І 1 0.840
19 Temperature of secondary vapor 3 case т 1 0.872
20 Temperature of secondary vapor 4 case ж 1 0.904
21 Temperature of rewm vapor \̂ ш 1 -0.264
22 Juice temperature at ES \т 1 0.480
23 Syrnp temperature at ES \̂ т 1 -0.543

Fig. 2. Result of search fo r the maximum o f inter-correlation 
function fo r the parameter “ Temperature o f secondary vapor 

o f concentrator»

Тable 1

Specified list o f parameters selected fo r analysis

No. Param eters
Average

value
U n its  of 

m easurem ent

1 Ju ic e  consum ption  in  ES 152,9 m 3/h o u r

2
Syrup  consum ption  a t 

th e  o u tle t of ES
36,9 m 3/h o u r

3 Level in  ju ice  collecto r 49,1 °/%

4 Level in  case 1 39,6 °/%

5 Level in  case 2A 44,1 °/%

6 Level in  case 2B 44,8 °/%

7 Level in  case 3А 67,3 °/%

8 Level in  case 4 57,0 °/%

9 Level in  case 3B 49,6 °/%

10 Level in  co n cen tra to r 19,9 °/%

11 Level in syrup  collecto r 35,3 %

12 Pressure  o f secondary  v apor of case 1 124,1 kPa

13 Pressure  o f secondary  v apor of case 2 93,07 kPa

14 P ressure of re tu rn  vapor 166,8 kPa

15 D elusion in co n cen tra to r 39,4 °/%

16 Syrup  density  a t th e  o u tle t of ES 65,1 %

17 Ju ic e  tem p era tu re  in ES 124,01 °С

18 Syrup  tem p era tu re  after ES 85,9 °С

Before s ta rtin g  a neural netw ork analysis, it is w o rth 
while clearing the tim e series of input data from emissions 
in the real tim e archives Proficy H istorian , where each 
value is com pared to  the permissible range of each pa
rameter.

4. 2. Clustering with the use of SOM of the prepared 
sets of input data

Clustering of the selected data w ith the use of SOM in 
the software product Deductor Studio was performed. The 
number of entries in the data array is 32000. Each entry
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was linked to  time, the interval between entries is 1 second, 
generally such data array covers a 9-hour working period of 
the evaporation station.

Clustering w ith a train ing period of 500 epochs was 
conducted, w ith the grid size of output neurons of 16x12 and 
autom atic determ ination of the 
number of clusters. During tra in 
ing, one can observe the change 
in the value of quantization error 
(Fig. 3):

From the s ta rt of train ing and 
up to  the 180th epoch, values of 
the maximum and mean errors we
re constantly changing, and star
ting  w ith the 200th epoch, their 
value was almost unchanged. This 
means th a t for train ing the net
work, 200 epochs are enough.

As a result, we obtain a trained 
neural network w ith 6 clusters 
(Fig. 4, a, b).

The boundaries of clusters pas
sed mostly on the cells, the dis
tance from which to  their neigh
bors is the longest (Fig. 4, a). As it 
was already noted, the neighbor
ing values of the input data space 
fall into the nearby cells of tw o
dimensional grid but the distance 
between them is reflected only on 
the m atrix of distances, where the 
value of distance from the smallest 
to  the largest corresponds to  the 
color of cells from blue to  red.

A 10-fold clustering w ith the 
change in setting parameters of 
training was carried out. The num
ber of train ing epochs changed 
from 200 to  500 and the grid 
size of the output layer of neurons 
ranged from 16x12 (192 cells) to  
25x22 (550 cells). The number of 
clusters was determined automat-

ically. The largest number of clusters (20) was obtained 
w ith  the grid size of 25x22 (Fig. 5, a, b).

As a result, 10 variants of splitting a set of data into clus
ters were obtained. Afterwards, it is necessary to  determine 
one best clustering option.

a b

Fig. 4. Result of clustering (number of epochs — 500; size o f the output grid of 
neurons — 16x 12; automatic determination of the number o f clusters): a — matrix of 

distances where the range of changes in color from blue to  red corresponds to 
the value o f the Euclidean distance from cell to its nearest neighbors (0.085 — blue, 
1.736 — red); b  — map o f sp litting into 6 clusters w ith numbers from 0 to  5, each of 

which is highlighted w ith a certain color

а b
Fig. 5. Result o f clustering (number of epochs — 200; size o f the output grid of 

neurons — 25x22; automatic determination o f the number of clusters): 
a — m atrix of distances; b  — map o f sp litting into clusters

Fig. 3. Diagram o f change in the maximum and mean errors in the training o f the testing and learning sets

E



4. 3. Determination of the best 
clustering option

Having obtained 10 clustering 
options w ith a different number and 
form of clusters, it is necessary to  
choose the best option. To do this, 
we will use one of the methods 
of assessment of quality of clear 
clustering, namely, the Silhouette 
index [8].

For the element xj, which be
longs to  cluster cp, the mean value 
of the distance from it to  the ele
ments of the same cluster is apj, and 
the mean distance from it to  the el
ements of another cluster cq will be 
denoted as dq,j, then the minimum 
value among all dq,j will be denoted 
as bpj. Then the “silhouette” of every 
single item is defined as:

129,17 |137,4 | 

b

b„i -  a ■S _ pj pj
4 m ax(apj,bpj) '

(1)

char-Thus, a high value of sxj 
acterizes the “b es t” belonging of 
the element xj to  the cluster cp. 
Assessment of the cluster structure 
is achieved by the mean value of the 
silhouette by each of the elements:

1 N
s w c  _ — T  Sx (2)

where N is the number of elements.
Having determined a silhouette 

index for each of 10 clustering op
tions, we choose the option w ith 
the highest value of the index. This 
is the clustering variant th a t was 
obtained as a result of train ing the 
network w ith the following param 
eters: the number of epochs -  200; 
grid size of the output neurons -  
18x14; automatic determ ination of 
the number of clusters. Visualiza
tion of the clustering result is shown 
in Fig. 6, a-d .

The set of data was split into 8 clusters. Quantization 
error is negligible. Basically, the boundaries of clusters pass 
through the cells w ith significant distances between the 
values th a t got in the adjacent cells. Fig. 5 shows th a t the 
3rd cluster basically defined the param eter “Syrup density”, 
since the lowest values of this param eter got in th is cluster. 
The param eter “Pressure of secondary vapor” influenced 
distinguishing cluster number five, as it is here th a t the low
est values are focused. The map “Juice consumption” shows 
th a t its value varied mainly in the range of 100-166 m3/h , 
which corresponds to  colors from green to  orange, but there 
is one red cell numbered 124, where there are entries w ith 
the juice consumption value from 166 m3/h  to  202 m3/h . 
This cell contains 33 entries. Blue cell contains 82 entries, 
the range of change in the param eter “Juice consumption” is 
from 39 m3/h  to  100 m3/h .

Fig. 6. The best result o f clustering by silhouette index value: a — map of d istribu tion of 
the parameter “ Syrup density at the outlet o f ES; b  — map o f d istribu tion of 

the parameter “ Pressure of secondary vapor o f case 1 of ES; c — map of d istribu tion of 
the parameter “ Juice consumption in ES” ; d  — matrix of distances; e — map of splitting 

into clusters; f  — matrix o f quantization errors

Let us consider a fragment of the table of clusters profiles 
(Fig. 7).

The num ber of entries th a t each of the  clusters con
ta ins in a num eric value and in percentage of the  to ta l 
num ber of input entries can be seen in Fig. 6. The largest 
is the fourth  cluster, which contains 7100 entries, which 
corresponds to  22.3 %. The sm allest is the  seventh cluster 
of 1768 entries. The level of significance of six param eters 
displayed in  the table of param eters in each of the  clusters 
is 100 %.

Let us consider the  d iagram  of location, w hich shows 
the dependence of values of one field on the other two. It 
allows assessing visually  th e  dependence, w hich is rep re
sented in  the  form of points in  a m ulti-dim ensional space. 
The color and size of dots are additionally  inform ative 
(Fig. 8).

The dependence of values of juice consumption on syrup 
density and pressure of secondary vapor of case 1 is shown 
in the diagram  of location (Fig. 8). The colors of the points 
correspond to  the numbers of clusters.
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4 6 2 3 1 Б 0 7 Total

7100 ( 22,3%) 6694(21,0% ) 5141 ( 16,2%) 3416 ( 10,7%) 3364 ( 10,6%) 2476 ( 7,8%) 1855 ( 5,8%) 1768 ( 5,6%)
5

Шт
9  9.0 Level 

in 2B case
% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% І^Нюсшж

9  9.0 Level 
in 2A case
% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% I ^ H I  100,0%

9  9.0 Level 
in 1 case 
basic
%

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% |^Шюо,о%

9  9.0 Level 
in juice 
collector
%

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% |^Шюо,о%

9  9.0 Syrnp con
sumption 
at outlet 
of ES

100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% |^Шюо,о%

9 9.0 Juice con
sumption 
atES

1
кшк 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% ioo,o%

Fig 7. Fragment of table of clusters profiles

Fig. 8. Diagram of location o f entries in three-dimensional space 
(entries that belong to one cluster are highlighted by the same color)
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4. 4. Classification of the current state of evap
oration plant

As a result of the performed clustering, a set of clus 
ters, each of which corresponds to  a certain state of a 
control object, was obtained. To determine the current 
state of the object, it is necessary to  define to  which 
cluster the entry, which is defined by a set of the current 
parameters listed in Table 1, belongs. W ithin the frame 
work of the set task, it is necessary to  perform fuzzy 
classification using neural networks. It is necessary to  
train  the neural network, in which the input continuous 
data will be the values of parameters in Table 1, and 
categorical target values will be the numbers of clusters.

As a result of train ing the neural network, we will 
obtain the table of probabilities of belonging of each 
observation to  a specific class (Fig. 9).

We can see th a t each of the observations has a 
numeric value of probability of belonging to  a particu 
lar class. In the given example, the observations from 
1958 to  1970 w ith an average probability of 0.9 belong 
to  class number three.

Let us consider the table of sensitivity analysis,
i. e., significance of each of the variables, Fig. 10.

In this case we can see th a t the parameters “Dilu 
tion in the concentrator”, “Syrup density at the outlet”, 
“Pressure of secondary vapor in case 2” are the most 
im portant. So their values are more significant during 
classification.

Using a 3D diagram, the scale of which is graded accord
ing to  the values of probability of belonging to  the fourth, 
second and sixth classes, let us consider distribution of the 
observations by different probabilities of belonging to  a par
ticular class (Fig. 11).

11. D istribution o f observations by d iffe rent probabilities of 
belonging to each of the three largest classes 

(4th, 6th and 2nd classes)

The probability of belonging of each observation to  each 
of the three largest classes (4th, 6th and 2nd classes) may 
be seen from the diagram where points correspond to  the 
observations and the scales are graded from -  0.4 to  1.2 of 
probability of belonging of the observation to  a specific class.

Confidence (4_Claster number). Confidence (6_Claster number) 
Confidence (2_Claster number)

[4.MLP 18-9-8]

> 0.8
< 0.8
< 0.6

□< 0,4
П< 0,2
о<0

< -0,2
< -0,4

Fig.

Confdence levels (export) 
Samples: Train. Test
Sample Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster Cluster

Case number - 0 number - 1 number - 2 number - 3 number - 4 number - 5 number - 6 number - 7
name 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8 9.RBF 18-8-8
1958 Train 0 036916 0 000003 0 000002 0 910320 0 000000 0 000031 0 000030 0 052698
1Э5Э Train 0 036916 0.000003 0.000002 0.910320 0.000000 0.000031 0.000030 0 052698
1960 Train 0 036850 0 000003 0 000002 0 910325 0 000000 0 000031 0 000030 0 052759
1961 Train 0.040233 0.000004 0 000003 0.905941 0.000000 0 000035 0.000035 0 053749
1962 Train 0042177 0 000004 0 000003 0 902995 0 000000 0 000039 0 000038 0.054745
1963 Test 0 039171 0.000004 0.000002 0.907044 0.000000 0.000034 0.000033 0 053712
1964 Train 0 039725 0 000004 0 000002 0 906607 0 000000 0 000035 0 000034 0 053593
1965 Train 0 038910 0.000004 0.000002 0.908067 0.000000 0 000033 0.000033 0 052951
1965 Train 0 040135 0 000004 0 000002 0 906303 0 000000 0 000035 0 000034 0 053487
1967 Test 0 036569 0.000003 0.000002 0.911011 0.000000 0 000030 0.000029 0.052355
1968 Train 0 034821 0 000003 0 000002 0 913494 0 000000 0 000027 0 000026 0.051626
1969 Train 0.036625 0.000003 0.000002 0 910471 0.000000 0 000030 0.000029 0 052840
1970 Train 0 038777 0 000003 0 000002 0 908175 0 000000 0 000033 0 000032 0 052977

Fig. 9. Fragment o f the table of probabilities o f belonging of each observation to each class

Sensitivity analysis for Cluster number (export)
Samples: Train. Test
Level Level Level Level Level Level in Level Pressure Pressure Pressure Dilution Syrup Juice Syiup
in 2A in 2Б in ЗА in 4 Ш ІВ concent ш juice of of of return in con density tempera tempera
case case case case case rator collector secondary secondary vapor centrator at the ture ture

Netwo

% % % % % % % vapor 
1 case 
kPa

vapor 
2 case 
kPa

kPa % outlet
of ES 
%

at ES 
С

after ES 
С

9.RBF 1.219243 1 098496 1 001939 0 994350 0 982997 6 658526 1 152653 1 507903 2 036989 1 214410 1 096555 2 085137 1 363699 1.498933

Fig. 10. Values o f sensitiv ity o f parameters
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Given the fact th a t we have more classes than  are pre
sented in the diagram, some points do not belong to  the 
distribution plane.

Using the trained neural network, it is possible to  clas
sify the current state of the control object. To do this, it is 
necessary to  set the current values of the input parameters 
and obtain probability of belonging of this observation to 
one of the classes.

5. Results of development of an algorithm of determining 
the state of evaporation station of a sugar factory

Using the above mentioned methods, the possibility to 
determine the state of an object by the following algorithm 
was shown:

1. Preparation and pre-processing the data of ES at a 
sugar factory.

2. Clustering w ith the use of SOM in order to  determine 
possible options of the states of a control object.

3. Determ ination of the best splitting option by the sil
houette index.

4. Based on the best clustering option, to  tra in  a neural 
network w ith the aim of fuzzy classification of possible states 
of the object.

5. Classification of the current state of an object based 
on the values of the input parameters and trained neural 
network.

6. Discussion of results of development of an algorithm of 
determining the state of evaporation plant at 

a sugar factory

To use such methods in DSS, it is necessary to  develop 
the software th a t will ensure implementation of this algo
rithm  and provide a user-friendly interface for displaying the 
results of determ ining current state of an object for a person 
who makes decisions (PM D ). W ith  th is purpose, it is pos
sible to  use any programming language but then the imple
m entation of algorithms of neural data analysis will require 
large amounts of tim e and significantly increase complexity 
of the task. Therefore, we propose to  use the R programming 
language for data mining.

R is a programming language for statistical data pro
cessing and work w ith graphics, as well as free software 
environment w ith an open source code. R-scripts are simple 
to  use in automation and to  integrate in the industrial sys
tems. R is supported by such software packages for statistic 
data processing as: Mathematica, MATLAB, STATISTICA, 
Oracle R Enterprise and SQL Server. Using the Python 
programming language, it is possible to  provide an access 
to  the R functions using the RPy package. Therefore, it is

better to  implement DSS w ith the help of the programming 
language P ython w ith integrated R to  solve the problems of 
data mining.

It should be noted th a t clustering and train ing a neural 
network for classification in DSS (2 -4  steps of the algo
rithm ) are defined once in a certain  period, and the result,
i. e., the trained neural network for fuzzy classification will 
be used repeatedly to  determine the current state of an ob
ject (step 5). If the current state of an object is impossible to 
classify, as it does not belong to  any of the classes, one must 
repeat steps 2 -4 , adding unrecognized observations to  the 
array of input data.

As a result of the conducted research, we obtained the 
algorithm of determ ining the current state of a control ob
ject, taking the evaporation station of the sugar factory as an 
example. The set of possible states of evaporation station of a 
sugar factory as a control object was determ ined by using the 
Kohonen self-organizing algorithm, besides, the neural fuzzy 
method of classification of current state of the object was 
used according to  the obtained clustering results. W ith  the 
help of the programming languages P ython and R, the work 
of the developed algorithm of determ ining the set of states 
and the current state of a control object was automated.

7. Conclusions

As a result of the conducted research, the algorithm of 
defining the state of the evaporation station at sugar factory 
as a control object on the basis of neural networks was devel
oped and the following problems were solved.

1. Prelim inary analysis of tim e series of evaporation 
station of sugar factory by removing obvious patterns and 
emissions was carried out. From a set of monitored param e
ters of the evaporation station, the most im portant ones were 
selected and the “redundant” settings were removed. When 
identifying the pairs of parameters strongly correlated to  
each other, i.e., having the value of inter-correlation function 
close to  one, one of them  was removed from the set. As a 
result, a list of the most im portant parameters was obtained.

2. By using the Kohonen self-organizing maps, several 
variants of splitting into clusters were obtained and the best 
clustering option was defined w ith the help of the silhouette 
index. As a result of clustering, we obtained a set of possible 
states of ES, where each cluster corresponds to  a specific 
possible state of the object and is characterized by a specific 
range of change in the values of each of the parameters.

3. The possibility of determ ining the state of an object 
in the current moment of tim e was implemented by using 
the method of fuzzy classification w ith a trainer on the basis 
of neural networks. The current values of the meaningful 
parameters and the set of possible states of ES obtained by 
clustering were used as the input data.
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